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RESEARCH ON THE SIDE OF A VOLCANO
By Camilla Sløk

In the year 79 AD, Pompeii was deluged by fire and lava of 
Mount Vesuvius several times. The contorted bodies of those 

who tried to fight their way out against the lava and the smoke 
have since been immortalized in plaster casts made from empty 
spaces they left. The volcano lay dormant until 1631, and then 
erupted again in 1779, 1872, 1906, 1929 and 1944. In the 20/20 
vision of hindsight, one wonders why people chose to live beside a 
dangerous volcano, and not least that people still live there today, 
namely, in Napoli. They ought to have moved to safety long ago, 
right?

Apparently we humans prefer to live in ignorance of the facts, that 
this is a dangerous place to live. As Erasmus Montanus put it, “If 
those are the facts, then I deny the facts!” It is possible for us to live 
on as a culture and as a society as though nothing has happened 
even if it looks as though we are steering directly towards the 
Titanic’s proverbial iceberg. It is always when the catastrophe is 
upon us, however, that we ask ourselves what we could have done 
differently. And what might be done much more proactively.

This is where our research at MPP is relevant. Seen in the light 
of history, we can understand how labour laws and large firms 
emerged from the new economic and human challenges that 
faced Denmark. Business created and continues to create the 
wealth that is the basis of the welfare state. In the 1800s, capita-
lism caused great upheavals in Copenhagen, but at the same time 
great opportunities for the thousands of rural folk who came to 
the city to live new lives. The establishment of the welfare state 
became the answer to the problems that the city produced for the 
workers. And these answers led to greater education, new institu-
tions, and, again, to an economic challenge, if not catastrophe, 
that the welfare state has now been caught in for decades. We 
simply can’t afford to be who we want to be.

Management steps in to solve the economic and welfare-related 
problems that the politicians can no longer deal with. As mpp-
researcher Dorthe Pedersen puts it, what was politics years ago is 
still politics today. But today politics has also become micropoli-
tics, self-management, self-technology; management has to get 
the self to will its own relevance—to want to be relevant.  These 
new forms of management, however, only lead to new paradoxes 
and catastrophes on the individual level: stress and it’s your own 
fault.

We are not yet through with the volcano. We need innovation at 
all levels. So we invent and seek inventions like never before in 
order to avoid disaster as a concept. Only to find that the desire 
for greater security simply leads to more risk. And only to realize 
that though research can move us away from that which was a 
problem, there will always be problems. Research can shed light 
on which problems we have, how we have them, and whether we 
need to find new ways to change the state of things. For even if 
challenges certainly loom on the horizon, also in what we call the 
future, then it is in fact research that shows us that it is stupid to 
live right beside a volcano, without gauging the situation and per-
haps moving somewhere else altogether. 

mpp
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Editorial
By Pierre Guillet de Monthoux, Head of Department

Will business ever be as usual? Did you ever think things would stabilize after crises? 
Looking at life from the bright side, to quote Brian-the-movie, is more than ever in demand, 
and more than ever problematic. For the past few months it has become really difficult to 
ignore our ignorance, to question our preparedness for what might happen. Reality strikes 
back hard; leaving little room for abstract dreams when we hit the concrete rough basis of 
human existence.

At MPP we at least are sure of one thing; this is the time for philosophizing and for turning to 
history, politics as well as the art of entrepreneurship. To those unfamiliar with the stuff we 
do at MPP this seems paradoxically or even cynical. Philosophy, the humanities, lofty ideas for 
new ventures is that not a matter for dreams and theorizing? Are the subjects dear to MPP 
not very abstract and craving a distant mirror to shelter us off from the ugly reality. Nope. You 
got it wrong.

Theories and models, programs and routines have indeed a tendency to abstract themselves 
from what they claim to mirror. Especially if they are taught and diffused without reflecting on 
how they were constructed and invented in the first place.  We tend to neglect that all these 
models and techniques that are polluting the everyday world of managers are manmade. 
Someone has built knowledge, someone who felt, believed, loved, hated, speculated and 
planned. By unearthing how this has been done and by trying to understand how we grasp 
things ontologically, epistemologically and finally methodologically we are able to build new 
knowledge and back out the one that might have put us in trouble. This is what we are trying 
at MPP, this is the kind of philosophizing about conditions of life in capitalisms, all of us be it 
historians, political scientists, management scholars or philosophers aim at.

This issue of mpp news offers some thoughtful reflections on our international evaluators’ 
recommendations to the department in their evaluation report from January this year 
(see page 5), and on how we at MPP can take part in solving grand societal challenges through 
our research and education.  

In one of the articles our business historian Stefan Schwarzkopf reflects on challenges beyond 
what happens inside our four research groups. Not that we are unhappy with the way the 
groups work but we seem to move into phase demanding much cross disciplinary intelligence 
to solve urgent challenges  for “business in society”. In an appendix the evaluators recall an 
alarming series of well-known events that have gradually put in question the mainstream way 
of doing business whilst offering a much more central role to MPP than we might ever have 
suspected when our department was founded some fifteen years ago. In addition we all look 
forward to reading the new Carnegie 2 report  announced as a radical recommendation to ori-
ent future business education in our direction i.e. to humanities and liberal arts. Whether we 
like it or not we are today central to CBS; the separate rivers of philosophy, history, political 
science and entrepreneurship now all blend in the managerial main-, not to say mael-, stream. 

Since 1996 MPP/CBS has offered a bachelor and master degree programme in philosophy 
and management – also known as FLØK – which we believe is an excellent example of how 
management and humanities can be bridged in business education. Even though we think FLØK 
is an excellent and innovative program that is unique in its approach to business and education, 
we are looking into renewing and rethinking the program. In late 2010 MPP established a Task 
Force to look into future requirements for such a program and how the program potentially 
could be transformed and offered not only in Danish, but in English to international students. 
The program attracts a lot of attention from abroad and international students would be a 
welcomed addition to an otherwise diverse bunch of students. An internationalization of FLØK 
would also bring about new educational methods, pedagogics and cased-based teaching. All 
these initiatives are what the Task Force is working closely with the study board to accomplish 
- still ensuring that FLØK maintains its unique qualities that attracts and develops business stu-
dents that have a broad outlook and are capable of thinking outside the box and philosophizing.
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International Research Evaluation of MPP

 Link to entire report: cbs.dk/mpp

The evaluation committee, which was officially nominated by CBS Dean of Research Alan Irwin, comprised of 
professor Romain Laufer (HEC, Paris), professor Teresa da Silva Lopes (University of York, UK), 
and professor Kerstin Sahlin (Uppsala University). As part of the assessment the committee made a 
site-visit to MPP on December 9-10, 2010.

The purpose of research evaluations at CBS is primarily to facilitate and encourage our research efforts. 
We are continuously seeking new ideas, fresh inspiration and innovative forms of dialogue with the aim of 
improving our research and educational performance. This is expected to occur through

•	 self-reflection and strategic discussions when preparing a self-assessment report
•	 advice and recommendations provided by the external peer reviewers in their evaluation report 
•	 follow-up dialogue at CBS including the development of action plans.  

Extracts from the evaluation report
“The research quality of MPP is high. In addition we find the research to be original, innovative, 
and of relevance for society. The reputation of MPP is highly recognised internationally. Taken together 
the research in the department clearly bridges the conventional and the unconventional. The research is 
largely, but not exclusively, experimental with a focus on new and emerging areas of knowledge. MPP 
imports research in the humanities and social sciences into a business school and business context. It largely 
serves as a translator of new areas of humanistic and social knowledge into a Danish societal and organi-
zational context. This unique quality of the department can be further strengthened if the connections and 
synergies among the four research groups of the department are strengthened.”

“MPP plays a vital role in importing humanistic and more general social science theories and perspectives 
into a business context and thus acts as an incubator for new business research topics and as a translator of 
humanistic ideas into the business world. This strength could be developed even further seen from a research 
and knowledge development perspective. Despite the fact that business plays such vital roles in global soci-
ety, business organizations and their impact on society are remarkably absent in most social science and 
humanistic theories. Seen from this perspective research at MPP has an enormous potential not only 
to import and translate knowledge from the broader fields of humanities and social sciences into 
a business school context, but also to contribute with research and knowledge on business in 
society to the broader fields of humanities and social sciences.”

“The assessment team’s overall view is that MPP has a central role in the future strategy of CBS in becoming 
a ‘Business University’. 

Suggested Actions for the future:
1) The need to solve the tension that currently exists in the strategy set by CBS which impacts on depart-
mental level (MPP) – of aiming to be a global player and at the same time contributing to advance the 
Copenhagen Metropolitan region.

2) The advantages that may arise from strengthening MPP’s existing networks of collaboration, and from 
extending those networks to all levels of operation and on a global scale - with businesses and other institu-
tions (public and private), with other universities (in Denmark and overseas), with other departments within 
CBS, and between groups within MPP.

3) The benefits of move towards a clearer strategy of ‘publish high quality or perish’, which clearly prioritises 
quality in relation to quantity.

4) The need to address a number of contextual factors and operational weaknesses, ranging from issues 
relating to the level of centralisation of decision taking at CBS, gender and career paths, workloads, PhD 
recruitment, and availability of data. 

Philosophizing…
As we tried to point out in our self-assessment report we see an increasing number of “blended” research. The heading of 
“theology and organization” unite philosopher Bent Meier Sørensen and political scientist Camilla Sløk, business historian 
Stefan Schwarzkopf and philosopher Rasmus Johnsen join forces to explore “business boredom” just to mentions two 
where our research groups overlap. In fact, we all agree that disciplines have to merge and crossbreed but how? Actually 
I think MPP luckily has a kind of catalyst facilitating such hybridization many other departments and schools lack; namely 
philosophy. Mind you, I do not hereby mean that philosophers are overlooking and mastering the intellectual landscape. 
Philosophy is not kind of higher order knowledge making by philosophers to the kings of knowledge production. 

To claim the opposite would be to commit the mistake of slipping back into the “old habits” Stefan Schwarzkopf rightly 
warns for. MPP philosophy is of a “new” kind.

The philosophy we are doing at MPP is namely not isolated to our group of philosophers but widespread in the other re-
search groups too. The constructive role of our philosophers at MPP is not to teach the others what philosophy is but to 
uphold and defend the right for all of us to opt for a “philosophizing” mode of thought.  This mode or style of academic 
inquiry is I pretend different from making “theories” or applying “methods”. The MPP style of cross-group inquiry is, 
therefore, not a way to unite around theories or agree upon some rules of method. In the past we can actually see how 
those who have used theory and method to form schools have a propensity to leave MPP for milieus more prone to use 
such styles. We can here mention the two examples of ethics branded into “SCR” or studies of management framed as 
“STS”.	Both	cases	probably	represent	cross	fields	where	theory	and	method	constitute	the	main	glue.

But	what	then	does	the	“philosophizing”	imply?		One	road	to	tackling	this	difficult	question	would	be	to	take	some	of	the	
standard references for innovative cross disciplinary work and try to understand how their style of inquiry might differ 
from “theorizing” and “methodologizing”.  It is possible to even think of the work of Hans Luhmann, Bruno Latour, Michel 
Foucault, Pierre Bourdieu or Theodor Adorno without taking philosophy or philosophizing into consideration. The biogra-
pher Detlev Claussen claims Adorno would never have come to critical theory without music philosophy and aesthetics. 
Bourdieu	started	out	a	philosopher	and	then	combined	his	field	work	with	an	ambition	to	make	field	philosophizing	pos-
sible. I am sure we miss an important part of the others contributions by reducing their work into making “theory” or 
applying “method”.  

The “je ne sais quoi” of philosophizing is so utterly elusive and hard to catch. Only one thing seems clear; too strong 
focus on “method” and “theory” might chase this shy bird out of the forest of wisdom for good. And with it goes the pos-
sibility for different disciples to gently dance together instead of fossilizing in trendy paradigms. For this awareness we 
seem at least indebted to the new philosophizing mode of inquiry and to philosophers at MPP reminding us of this way to 
knowledge in cooperation.    

We are looking forward to philosophizing with you!

Pierre Guillet de Monthoux // pgm.lpf@cbs.dk

http://www.cbs.dk/mpp
http://www.cbs.dk/mpp
http://www.cbs.dk/mpp


Visions and the Good Old Way: Reflections on the Evaluation Report 
by Stefan Schwarzkopf // ssc.lpf@cbs.dk

Lift up your hearts, Emmanuel’s friends
And taste the pleasure Jesus sends
Let nothing cause you to delay
But hasten in the good old way

(Early 18th-Century English Religious Hymn) 

Open the Financial Times, Business Week, the Guardian newspaper, the Economist, even the Harvard Business 
Review, and you will find murmurs abound that the “old ways” of doing business and, in particular, of teach-
ing and researching business are inadequate for our age. The plotters against the old ways complain that late 
twentieth-century business and economic thought failed to foresee and prevent the current financial crisis, it 
ignores the necessary balance between business and societal needs, and the advice it offers on how to respond 
to our ongoing global ecological crisis seems like exercises in tinkering at the edges. The Evaluators’ Report 
points in the same direction and speaks of challenges that are unlike any witnessed during the last half century 
or so; and it calls on mpp to develop new perspectives, new ideas, new visions and indeed urges us to seek 
completely new directions in business education and research altogether: 

“The challenge which mpp faces in its development must not be minimized but should be considered in rela-
tions to the very high stakes which depends on its success, for the originality and innovativeness of the 
development of CBS does not correspond only to the needs of its local context but also to a global demand 
for a deep transformation of business education. This is why it is looked at with deep interest, and sometimes 
envy, in many international business education institutions.”    
  
The Report offers a reading of the current crisis as that of an unprecedented historical moment and, in plain 
English, seems to suggest that if mpp cannot develop new solutions and new ways of thinking then nobody 
can. Flattering as this may sound, it is worth considering the evaluators’ choice of the term “transformation” 
more carefully for a moment. There is a danger that the proliferation of management guru literature has made 
us forget what this term actually means. The Latin term “forma” does not only mean the “shape” and “figure” 
of how something looks like but refers to the “sort” and “kind” of what something actually is. Moving deck-
chairs on the Titanic is not a transformation, but the alchemists’ transmutation of one element into another is. 

What is interesting about the recent calls for transformations in business research and education is that they 
juxtapose the need for new “visions” of entrepreneurship, business and economics with the “old ways of” 
running things. This is, of course, a juxtaposition that appears in the revolutionary rhetoric and iconography 
of all modern revolutions, from the French Revolution of the 1790s to the Russian Revolution of the 1920s to 
the Fascists of the 1930s: the young, visionary and daring avant-garde of progress is wiping out the old ways. 
Pre-modern public symbolism and rhetoric would not have been able to accommodate this juxtaposition of old 
ways and new visions: in the religious awakenings of the early sixteenth and the early eighteenth centuries, it 
was the return to the good old ways which enabled believers to realize the vision of heaven and the redemp-
tion of man. Some gospels even called on believers to “hasten in the good old way”. 
 
A collective rethinking of the relationship between “visions” and the “good old ways” might actually have a 
direct impact on current debates about the visions we ought to have for mpp’s research and how this research 
affects our teaching. Judging from the Evaluation Report, it is clear the Committee felt that this department 
has an enormously important role to play in the making of CBS as a new type of business university as 
opposed to a business school of the more familiar type. The Report states that “despite the fact that business 
plays such vital roles in global society, business organizations and their impact on society are remarkably 
absent in most social science and humanistic theory”, and its authors clearly suggest that mpp is better placed 
than any other CBS department in contributing to a change of this state of affairs. 

A personal vehicle and a bus are on their way to or from school; in both vehicles are children in school uni-
forms. 
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This assessment begs the question what kind of 
social animal (“forma”) mpp as a department should 
be in order to enable it to live up to these enormously 
high expectations. The report of course mentions a 
lot of very important and useful changes the depart-
ment ought to make: establishing a grants office, 
ensuring more gender equality, creating a joint and 
fully inclusive departmental seminar series, includ-
ing the study of the theory and philosophy of law, 
benchmarking with similar departments as regards 
research output, and creating new study pro-
grammes at postgraduate level. All of this, however, 
falls short of enabling a transformation. There is, in 
my mind at least, one issue briefly touched upon in 
the Report which goes to the core of mpp’s “forma”, 
that is the structure of the department around sepa-
rated groups of management, politics, philosophy 
and history. As it stands, we are tackling challenges 
of a global and historic scale not as a department, 
but as “M-P-P-H”. Although this very structure has 
allowed the department to gain its unique interna-
tional standing in the first place, I wonder whether 
it allows mpp to fully leverage its advantages. It 
reflects the widely accepted structuring of all uni-
versity departments around functional groupings of 
similarities in trainings, skills and knowledge base, 
and not around problems and their solutions.

Yet this accepted structure itself is an utterly 
“modern” concept, born out of a mix of conveni-
ence, academic discipline and lack of fantasy. Late 
nineteenth-century Prussian universities excelled 
in precisely this mix and exported it across the 
globe, including the United States, where university 
departments became structured around convenient 
functional and methodological similarities. History 
departments at all major global universities, for 
example, today follow the Prussian model of the 
“Epochen-Proporz”, that is the proportional assign-
ment of posts and other resources to ancient, 
medieval, early modern, and modern history. This 
model of scholarly work was remarkably in line with 
the changing organization of work across all sectors 
during the second industrial revolution. Some of 
the more innovative history departments are now 
desperately trying to rid themselves off this struc-
ture, for example by bringing historians of different 
epochal and methodological backgrounds together 
around common social issues and problems such as 
immigration, violence, collective memory and so on.
  
A similar unease about the functional separation of 
knowledge bases and methodologies seems to stir 
at some American business schools at the moment. 
Rather than teaching students in functionally sepa-
rated modules, like finance & accounting, market-
ing, HRM, operations management etc., Stanford 
business school for example is beginning to break 
up this essentially Fordist separation and bring 
students and teachers together around problem-
settings and solutions. This makes perfect sense: 
the question of creating sustainable customer value 
in a specific industry, for instance, will ultimately be 
a problem that involves the particular expertise of 
marketers, accountants, service- and product-man-
agers, HRM consultants and supply-chain engineers 
together and at the same time, not separately or 
one after the other. 

As a different type of avant-garde, these business 
schools are what Friedrich Engels, Charles Maurras 
and Thomas Mann called “conservative revolution-
aries”: they bring about radical change by turning 
the clock back. By “de-Fording” their teaching and 
learning structure, these schools refer back to an 
age when skilled craftsmen worked together on one 
project at a time. Thus, they are realizing their new 
vision through hastening “in the good old ways”. 
Given the possibility that the learning environment 
can be restructured in this way, it is not surprising to 
note that that many of us already teach alternative 
forms of business organization. Yet once we leave 
the classroom, I cannot help feeling we are return-
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ing to an academic environment which is still organized around a modernist functional separation which 
is increasingly becoming outdated in the very organizations we talk about in class. 

In order to deliver on the extraordinarily high expectations the Evaluation Report has expressed, mpp 
might have to move away from its convenient and functional “M-P-P-H” structure and embrace a far 
less convenient and, I believe, as yet untried structure whereby common interests and projects across 
groupings provide a structure. This “forma” might be able to create a department that would look less 
like a 1950s’ Michigan car plant and more like the Oticonian “spaghettis” that organization studies peo-
ple used to rave about some time ago. Using the Bolognese symbolism, it seems that mpp has plenty 
of meat and sauce, but far too few “spaghettis”, i.e. relationships that link up the “meatballs” of skills, 
knowledge and expertise.
  
History reminds us however that that academic organizations in the early middle ages actually started 
in a “spaghetti” form since scholarly work was organized around common projects, like the translations 
of important texts and around common problems like the drawing up of codices and the construction 
of texts, symbols and narratives that legitimized the authority of a particular ruler and his family. It 
was only later on that academic work became increasingly functionally organized and rendered more 
hierarchical. As a newcomer a year ago, I was struck by how much common interest there was across 
the various groups in questions for example regarding the emergence, separation and viability of the 
divide between “public” and “private”; the common interest in cultural and political narratives and their 
impact on organizations from enterprises to the nation state; the interest in questions of the legitimacy 
of capitalism, its various sources and alternatives, to name only a few. Many more such commonalities 
could be outlined but they are not being brought together for the purpose of academic output because 
mpp is disciplined as “M-P-P-H” and not clustered around interests, problems and solutions. The reasons 
for this, ultimately, are to be sought in the fact that most of us, myself included, tend to be at best 
medium-term oriented in our academic research, and the functional grouping is perfectly adjusted to 
this type of orientation. I still allow myself to think mainly in terms of the next publication in a journal 
relevant to and read by business historians, the next joint project application to visit a business archive, 
the next special issue in the field, the next annual conference of business historians and so on. At the 
same time, like many of many other academics I pay mere lip-service to “transformational” and interdis-
ciplinary research. Talking to other business historians, writing mainly for them and together with them, 
reading mainly their publications and thinking in their terms helps negotiating the “established system 
of ratings and rankings of institutions and academic journals” that the evaluators alluded to more than 
five times in their Report.  

There might be a way out of this dilemma and all it requires is for us to take a step back and rethink 
research strategies and output in terms of meta-theoretical questions and in terms of the real motiva-
tions that drive our work. Some of us at mpp, across all groups, are driven by the embattled state of the 
individual within organizations, others by questions of the alternatives to corporate capitalism, yet again 
others by questions about sustainability, and these meta-theoretical questions might as well be used to 
inform a type of grouping which transcends our current functional structure. Seen from this angle, some 
of us, for some particular project or idea at least, might share a lot more with people in other groups than 
with members of our own group. What might be needed therefore is a more matrix-like organizational 
structure that allows individuals at mpp to better utilize and contribute to the expertise of other groups, 
while not loosing the affiliation to their either of the four sections.  

In other words, it’s time to boil the spaghetti!  

I am fairly new to MPP—only 6 months old and still 
growing. Still, with my new eyes it looks like MPP 
has something rich to bring to business schools, and 
something interesting to take from business schools 
to	the	broader	scientific	community.	There	are	few	
places in the world where business school faculty 
contributes to debates in philosophy, history, and 
political science. And there are even fewer places 
where philosophy, history, and political science can 
in	a	credible	way	influence	the	research	that	is	re-
garded as mainstream in business schools. Actually, 
and to count everybody in, the L in LPF seems more 
suitable to this than the M in MPP, but, well, that 
seems to be the life of acronyms in tides of the zeit-
geist. Whatever the letter, the evaluation group that 
visited us recently seems to think that we are better 
at	contributing	to	the	wider	fields	of	science,	than	to	
bring the riches from there to monopoly main street.

The reason for this impression might be that each 
research	 group	 plays	 in	 a	 different	 scientific	 field	
with its proper sources of legitimacy. We want our 
work	to	count	with	our	immediate	peers	in	our	field	
of activity, and those peers are different for each 
research group. Philosophers want to be well re-
garded in the community of philosophical writers, 
the historians in the guild of historians, and so on. 
And why should it be any different, since our peers 
are most likely to read our work, to be the review-
ers of our future papers, and to be our neighbors 
at conferences. When we gain acceptance and re-
spect with our peers, and they cite our work, our 
individual careers are being made. And when this 
is done successfully, the research group as a whole 
gains fame as a good place to be, and is better at 
attracting great talent. As a consequence of this 
self-reinforcing circle the research groups all have 
incentives to specialize and to concentrate all 
their	 efforts	 on	 their	 proper	 field	 of	 research,	 in-
stead	of	using	 their	fields	 to	 inform	and	challenge	
the mainstream research at business schools at 
large. As a result our research could be regarded 
at the same time as high quality and peripheral. 

What if we were to play it the other way around? 
What if we were asked to bring disciplinary richness 
in? I guess it would mean a lot of work for every-
body, since we would have to deal with new peers, 
new reviewers, and probably even new theories to 
identify the weaknesses in today’s mainstream busi-
ness school research, to take it on, and to use the 
wisdom	of	our	respective	fields	to	challenge,	upend,	
and improve the mainstream work. We would have 
to examine the theories that are being traded in 

business schools around the world very closely, be 
it	 in	 organization,	 finance,	 operations,	 or	market-
ing. We couldn’t say: “That’s boring, and I want to 
play a different game.” Again and again we would 
have to look at the mainstream through the lens-
es of MPP. And if the common goal were to mat-
ter in there, we would become each other’s peers. 
We might start writing papers together across the 
research groups. We could become known across 
campus, country and continents as the place to go 
to hear the latest thoughts on what’s central to b-
school thinking; like a Bauhaus of business, may-
be. And then, four research groups would not be 
enough and it should be more, adding letters to our 
acronym like A for art, C for the crafts, or D for 
design. In any case, it would mean to enrich and 
enlighten the mainstream work through perspec-
tives and approaches that are not central to it today.

My choice of letters above is of course not acciden-
tal. It grew out of a personal interest. Neverthe-
less, I believe that I have seen art, design and or-
ganization being touched upon across all research 
groups. But if we were to become curious to learn 
how art and design might reconnect fragmented 
streams in mainstream business school research, 
what would we need to do? While artists and de-
signers have produced theories (e.g., Brecht’s al-
ienation effect, Beuys’ social sculpture, Kelley’s 
design thinking), compared to mainstream theory, 
theirs invite alternative interpretations rather than 
excluding them. How, then, might artistic or de-
sign-based ways of theorizing inform, complement 
or at least compare to more traditional theoriz-
ing about business? I can’t imagine another place 
than	 MPP	 that	 is	 fit	 to	 address	 such	 a	 challenge.	
But it is only an example that I had ready at hand. 
There are certainly others that I can’t fathom here. 

But would it be worth it? Such endeavors would cer-
tainly harbor some career risks for the individual re-
searchers at our department, and talent risk for the 
research groups. Quite a few things are at stake here, 
and we are doing great work already, as the evalua-
tion committee pointed out. And maybe we are do-
ing all of the above already, and I just need to get to 
know MPP better. Well, sometimes it is nice to close 
one’s eyes and ask what is and what could be - espe-
cially if you are only 6 months old and still growing.

Through the lenses of a 6 months old
by Stefan Meisiek // sm.lpf@cbs.dk 
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mpp
SUITABLE FOR BUSINESSSome of our talented students have pulled of a conference and case competition that has al-ready had a great impact on CBS and educations around Denmark. Suitable for Business took place at CBS from March 29 – April 1 and was an op-portunity for the humanities to meet business in a unique conference and case competition. We are lucky to have such students here at CBS and are equally lucky to be able offer our readers a video from prof. Steven Fuller, keynote speaker at the conference (cbs.dk/mpp) 

Under Creative Commons License: Damien

THE FESTIVAL OF RESEARCH - FORSKNINGENS DØGN

Each year The Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation organizes 

a festival of research where the public is invited to participate in excit-

ing sessions. This year mpp is represented at two separate sessions:

 
Thursday April 28 at 19:30, mpp and students from FLØK are doing 

a FilmBar at Filmstationen in Nørrebro. We will be watching Direc-

tor	Hasko	Baum
ann’s	film	“Moebius Redux: A Life in Pictures” and Ole 

Fogh Kirkeby	will	afterwards
	discuss	the	film

	with	the	directo
r.	And	

most importantly: everybody is invited to ask their own questions to 

the movie or simply mingle with the wise researchers and students 

from mpp over a beer. 

Friday April 29 at 7:45 you can meet Anders Raastrup Kristensen 

and Alfred Josefsen (CEO, IRMA and adjunct professor at mpp) at 

CBS, Solbjerg Plads 3, S08, talking about ‘how to develop employees to 

stars’. Read more about the events at cbs.dk/mpp

ATMOSPHERES, ARCHITECTURE, AND 

URBAN SPACE: NEW CONCEPTIONS OF 

MANAGEMENT AND THE SOCIAL 
Conference organized by Christian Borch, 

MPP. CBS, 17 May, 2011, 9-15.
Keynote Speaks by Professor Gernot 

Böhme, Artist and Professor Olafur Eliasson, 

Architect and Professor Juhani Pallasmaa.

4TH INTERNATIONAL DELEUZE 

STUDIES CONFERENCE 2011

Creation Crisis Critique

Conference organized by Bent Meier 

Sørensen, MPP

CBS 27-29 June 2011 

Confirmed
	plenaries

	include:	J
ean	Hillier

,	

Mario Perniola, Eric Alliez, Ian Buchanan

Nigel Thrift, Henrik B. Andersen

NEW BOOKS
Kurt Jacobsen & Per H. Hansen (ed): Trangen til vækst, Danske erhvervsledere 1870-2010, Syddansk Universitetsforlag, 2011.
Anders Raastrup Kristensen: Det grænseløse arbejdsliv, Gyldendal Business, 2011. Test også dig selv på den nye portal: arbejdsarenaen.dk
Christian Borch: Niklas Luhmann, Routledge, 2011.

Justine Grønbæk Pors	m.fl.	(ed.):	Ledelse af Uddannelse, Samfundslitteratur, 2011.

in        
short

HUMANITIES IS A DIFFICULT BUSINESS

A delegation from MPP participated on March 21, 2011 

in a conference at Aarhus University arranged by the 

Danish Ministry of Science together with the Faculties 

of Humanities in Denmark entitled HUMANITIES OF 

THE FUTURE. The aim of the conference was to discuss 

how humanities programs can be redesigned to meet 

future needs in society and business – thus making 

human science graduates even more attractive on the 

job market. As Minister of Science Charlotte Sahl-

Madsen mentioned at the conference: “As a society we 

really need humanities, but we also need the gradu-

ates to be more suitable for business, to strengthen 

the relations between humanities and business, and to 

improve the graduates’ entrepreneurial competences”.

At a business university like CBS we don’t face quite 

the same challenges as the traditional universities. We 

see no contrast in intertwining philosophy, language 

studies, sociology, and psychology with business in 

our combined degree programs like e.g. FLØK and our 

graduates are so ready for and wanted by business. 

Still, CBS also need to future-proof our programs to 

modern business life. As mentioned in the editorial we 

are already working on transforming our management 

and philosophy program and the conference in Aarhus 

gave us some news ideas pursue.



As the car in about to overtake the bus the children 
in the bus are - with astonishing ingenuity - making 
faces to the car. But. With the creativity of a great 
artist these petty ‘ingenuities’ are far outperformed 
by the children in the car: A ’Citroën Picasso’ agilely 
overtakes public transport; it’s of another creative 
class completely.

The apparent discrepancy in-between an individual 
creativity and a collective one is a subject touching 
as well upon the current internal debate on where 
MPP perhaps should or could be heading. The same 
debate is very apparent in the field of contemporary 
visual fine art: Is it exclusively the sovereign crea-
tive subject whom can achieve productions of high 
quality? What then about the current vast and ever 
growing collective art productions - this ‘dark matter’ 
of the art world? (Gregory Sholette: Dark Matter. Art 
and Politics in the Age of Enterprise Culture, 2011). 
These questions goes beyond a mere visual fine art 
discourse and beyond a MPP ditto: The questions 
touches upon the current times most stressing ques-
tion: Will the imminent and revolting technological, 
societal and cultural change happen via decrees or 
via democratic processes?

The ‘Picasso Proxies’ project aspires to be some kind 
of test case for MPP as a creative ‘business (school) 
in society’. Can MPP contribute to the notion of ‘how 
to lead’ a necessary change-process democratically 
- in keeping with individuals rights? Would the MPP-
you like to be a Picasso Proxy?

Picasso Proxies will reconstruct the first car model 
named after an artist: the Citröen’s ‘Picasso’. In deal-
ing with the pressing issue of global climate change 

Picasso Proxies will contribute to the transformation 
of the cultural concept “car” – aiming at sustainable 
sane vehicles, their use and infrastructure.

The project aspires to engage MPP staff and other 
citizens - from industrial, educational, cultural and 
third sectors, including environmental activists - into 
a collective reconstruction of ‘the car’.

A core theme of the project is the question of how 
to ‘lead’ such process of reconstruction. How will the 
ordinary user and stakeholder be able to engage 
creatively in such process? Will it be dictated or 
democratic? 

The ‘picasso car’ will be a mobile locality for its own 
metamorphosis. The physically transforming ‘picasso 
car’ will be ‘the company car’ and a vehicle for the 
gathering of partner-institutions & individuals - aim-
ing at a ‘collective recreation’ in and with society. 

A fragment
A flag with the letters “hmpp!” (“history, manage-
ment, politics, philosophy”) on a ‘CBS-blue’ back-
ground is waving from a flag post mounted at the 
wall of the ‘MPP-entrance’. The hmpp!-flag connote a 
logo-flag, such that often flanks corporate domiciles 
- and refers as such to an image (& identity) of the 
organisation. “hmpp!” is an interjection - a utterance 
relating to something happening in and around this 
very building.
 
One Darwinist theory states that the very first 
human utterance - leading to human language - 
were interjections; words or phrases expressing 
strong emotions such as surprise, delight, anger, 

etc. In a linguistic discourse an interjection is an 
utterance outside of the normal language structure. 
Utterances such as ‘Oh’ and ‘Ouch’ are interjections. 

Being a spontaneous voicing of emotion ‘meaning of 
interjection’ is depended ultimately on context; only in 
an intimate encounter with the source of utterance will 
perhaps connote the characteristics of the ‘constella-
tion in context’; in this very context: the characteris-
tics of ‘mpp-business in CBS’ and ‘in society’.

An interjection is challenging both ‘the insider’ and ‘the 
out-sider’; an organizational interjection might initiate 
an organizational language. Until an ‘hmpp-language’ 
is established the interjection will be puzzling for a 
spectator – in- or outsider. Expressing an interjection 
the flag, and general Picasso Proxies project too, is 
context- and ‘spectator as contributor’-depended; the 
interpretation of the flag will be depended on what will 
happen ‘here and now’ and hereafter at ‘HMPP’ and at 
the ‘Hmpp-square’. 
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Picasso Proxies. A ‘MPP-in-society’ project proposal
by Kent Hansen, artist-in-residence // kh.lpf@cbs.dk

Stills from video commercial for Citroën Xsara Picasso. © Citroën Danmark

“Greater than even creation is reconstruction” 
Martin Hall

 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION for 

ANYTHING, BUT PARKING (parking lot for democratic innovation) 
 

parking slot size 

13
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Leaders	no	doubt	seduce	the	world.	Recently	Ralph	Stacey	has	pointed	to	the	global	superficial	and	seductive	
belief	in	leadership	which	the	financial	crisis	has	shown	so	many	horrifying	examples	of	(see	e.g.	Stacey	2010).	
Leaders such as Madoff, the leaders of FNMA, Freddie Mac, Enron and Kenneth Lay, whose seductive manners 
have	led	stakeholders,	employees,	and	even	non-involved	citizens	into	global	financial	disaster.	One	of	the	main	
reasons behind the crisis was lack of leadership, or perhaps to put it otherwise: too much faith in a particular type 
of leadership. The word that comes into people’s mind in relation to the crashes of employees’ lives, stakeholders’ 
interests	and	finance	markets,	is	“seduction”.	Everybody’s	head	is	turning	towards	the	leaders:	“are	you	good	or	
bad? Are you leading us to a catastrophe or away from a catastrophe?” Crisis usually brings us to the fundamental 
questions of ethics. However, simply reducing leadership to seduction does not tell us much of why leadership 
continues to emerge as the savior after disastrous leaders’ destruction of lives and markets. Now, we talk of ‘good 
leadership’ as a contrast to ‘leadership’. Obviously, the almost religious belief in “leadership” continues because 
leadership is not simply bad. Or maybe rather, that seduction is not simply bad.  We need to distinguish between 
good and bad in leadership, as well as good and bad seduction. 

Etymologically, there is a close relationship between leadership and seduction. Seducere is, in 15th century Latin, 
connected to the semantics of “a man leading other men to him” in the sense of “leading them away from their 
former loyalty towards another man/leader” (Sinclair, 2003: 268; see also Calas and Smircich, 1991: 572). Se-
duction is here related to the ambiguity of whether to submit to this particular man and risk one’s life, since dis-
loyalty to the former leader could cause, at least, trouble and at worst, death. As Krantz notes (2006: 223), the 
concept of seduction is related to potential betrayal: the follower letting one’s leader down. This is a risk that the 
leader is aware of, and therefore, the leader also has to be cautious of whom he chooses as his followers. 

When looking at Kierkegaard’s concept of the subject 
in ‘The Immediate Stages of the Erotic’ in the book 
Either/Or	(Kierkegaard,	1988,	first	published	1843),	
we learn that “seduction” just as leadership, can be 
both good and bad. The essential meaning of seduc-
tion in Kierkegaard is the dragging of others towards 
oneself in either the concrete, physical sense, or ab-
stract, mental sense. 

Kierkegaard’s point is that seduction can lead to both 
good and bad, depending on who the seducer is. 
He	talks	of	two	types	of	seducers:	In	the	first	type,	
Kierkegaard is relating Christ and Don Giovanni to 
each	other,	as	figures	who	both	are	capable	of	a	mu-
tual and positive way of seducing. Letting the other 
become what he/she already wants to be: free and 
acknowledged as free and worthwhile to be loved 
and appreciated, without restrictions. Seduction 
takes place in freedom, and in this mutual under-
standing of the others’ freedom, new things are cre-
ated. Kierkegaard here talks of “spirit” that seduces, 
a notion which we see repeated in the concept of 
“corporate spirit”. In Bernard Bass’ (1983) world fa-
mous idea of transformational leadership which has 
had a huge impact on school leadership (see e.g. 
Kenneth Leithwood), Bass talks concept of “charis-
ma” as something that drags and creates mutuality 
between both the holder and the observer of charis-
ma. Though the word “spirit” seems out of fashion, 
Kierkegaard’s	definition	of	“that	special	thing	which	
connects us”, is in high fashion as ever before, as 
seen in the focus on “charismatic leadership”, since 
leadership is obsessed by the samme “dragging con-
nection” between leaders and employees. It is no 
longer possible to have somebody performing lead-
ership stating: I will not connect or relate to any-
body. Connection (as spirit in Kierkegaard) is the key 
element to change and transformation of organiza-
tions. The question of “how will we know” becomes 
so central, when we look at the second type of se-
ducer, the evil/bad seducer, who seduces without any 
aim, and therefore destroys. Bass says: “For many 
moral analysts, leadership is a many-headed hydra 
that alternately shows the faces of Saddam Hussein 
and Pol Pot as well as those of Nelson Mandela and 
Mother Teresa” (1999: 2). In this dangerous type 
of leadership, a relation is also established between 
leader and follower. It is the leader’s intention to re-
late, but he fails to do so because he is preoccupied 
with himself, and thus, this type of leadership be-

comes dangerous and the relationship is only to the 
profit	of	the	leader.	

So, how will I know whether the leader who wants to 
seduce	us	is	good	and	bad?	We	don’t	know,	at	first	
sight. We cannot simply reject seduction, but after 
a certain amount of time, the results of the leader 
show up. It is the results who discursively perform as 
a sort of revelation of the inner motive of the leader: 
Are you good or bad? You may judge on the current 
results and judge from them whether the leader can 
be viewed as taking us away from the vulcano or 
leading us further into the destruction of a Japanese 
tsunami.

Leadership and Seduction:  An Explosive Vulcano
by Camilla Sløk // cs.lpf@cbs.dk
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The pressure for collaboration in research and inno-
vation is an increasing political pressure from nation-
al and EU funding. Large research funding demands 
not only collaborations across universities, but often 
across countries and involving both university and 
industry. This is much more complex than corporate 
management in international industry.

It is a fascinating research theme, as most of the 
stability and habitual management tools are chal-
lenged in these collaborations for innovation. What 
are the conditions and challenges that managers 
have to cope with, and how is this management 
challenge conceptualized? There are a number of 
challenges and dilemmas that I want to address to 
illustrate management beyond the boundary of the 
organization within innovation projects.

1. Managing beyond the limits of authority
Managers have to manage people outside their au-
thority, as they may be manager of a cross-organi-
sational project, but as most are in these cross-or-
ganisational projects on part time and temporarily, 
the local manager responsible for employment and 
career is important. The overall manager of a col-
laboration or in a network have to manage by moti-
vating people to be active and perform. Some of the 
decisions are part of negotiations with local manag-
ers in the involved organisations. 

2. Managing innovations with embedded un-
certainty
Innovation demand new research and inventions 
that meet the market, i.e. they are applied. . Radi-
cal innovation and research projects are meant to 
create something new and not seen before, which 
are creating a high level of uncertainty that chal-
lenges rational management methods. This uncer-
tainty challenges the usual project management 
and planning, and decisions on how to cope with the 
emerging surprises have to be taken. All innovation 
managers know this is the case, and have to adjust 
the programme and planning, but if more organisa-
tions are involved in this uncertainty, and the con-
tract with the research funding is very strict, this 
is a very serious challenge of decision-making and 
negotiations to readjust, when innovations are not 
as planned as the application suggests. 

3. Managing different interests of partners
In collaborations partners involved do not neces-
sarily have similar interests. This implies that some 
collaborations could be successes for some and fail-
ures for others. Management still have to keep all 
engaged and motivated in order to deliver the prom-
ised outcome. We know that universities may look 
for funding and access to practice and industry looks 
for access to researchers and recruitment (Hansson 
et al. 2009).

4. Co-funding undermine authority of joint 
manager
In many EU projects the manager of the joint pro-
ject is responsible for the total budget, but only in 
practice has full decision power over the 25-50 % 
of the funding coming from the EU-programme. The 
co-funding is local, and local managers want to de-
cide on the local co-funding. This implies a negotia-
tion with local managers.

5. Diversity and size favours innovation but 
not management
Diversity and size are important for input to innova-
tion projects as an input from different disciplines 
or contexts in order to create new ideas. Large col-
laborations may open up for more diversity, but this 
is not necessarily easy to apply. Browsing for ide-
as	is	one	aspect,	but	it	is	very	difficult	to	manage,	
and	it	may	be	difficult	to	apply	the	knowledge	from	
another context or Community of Practice.  The di-
lemma is that large size and diversity favours new 
ideas and innovation, whereas small homogeneous 
collaboration teams are much easier to manage, and 
will easier be able to apply the new knowledge, but 
are more closed and less rich on ideas.

6. Trust is necessary for collaborations and 
easy to establish in small homogeneous groups
Creating division of labour and collaboration for in-
novation across organisational boundaries and often 
also across countries demand trust for exchanging 
knowledge and expertise. We know trust is easier to 
build with homogeneous teams who have experience 
with each other, and that building trust across large 
networks	of	 collaboration	 is	 very	difficult.	 This	 is	 a	
special	role	of	the	manager	to	find	ways	of	creating	
this trust as a basis for motivation and engagement.

Collaborations for Innovations  
  - Challenges to managers and management theory 

 By Mette Mønsted // mm.lpf@cbs.dk

7. Researchers are self-managed
Managers of these collaborations are often researchers themselves, and they are used to university researchers 
being very much self-managed, and not easy to manage in the more traditional way of private companies. This 
challenges	the	influence	of	managers	and	emphasizes	the	necessity	to	assess	the	management	structure,	and	
what levels of management decision are involved. 

In terms of research the new challenges are interesting as they are complex and basically undermine some of 
the usual theories of management as position and the power and authority of managers in an organization.  
The dilemmas raise questions on a necessity for Management innovation (Birkinshaw et al.2008). The col-
laborations as whole networks create conditions of uncertainty, chaos, divergent interests, complexity, and the 
unknowable that managers have to handle. At the same time many of the EU-projects have part-time manag-
ers	who	are	researchers	within	a	technical	field,	often	without	management	training.	They	do	not	necessarily	
address and conceptualise the many challenges, which may derail the project. Within management theory 
some of these problems are not new, the Tom Peter’s book on “Thriving on Chaos” (1987), or Ralph Stacey’s 
book on “Managing the unknowable - strategic boundaries between order and chaos in organisations (1992) 
address some of these management challenges in turbulent environments and in knowledge organisations. 
But the complexity in this type of cross-organisational collaborations and networks increases, and demand not 
only reactions by managers, but also by management researchers, and create a fascinating research theme. 
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In my reading of the recently published MPP self-as-
sessment report, I stumbled over a remark that puz-
zled me. A paragraph concerning the future develop-
ment of MPP’s identity oddly states ‘a need to protect 
and promote a truly humanistic approach to manage-
ment’ (7). Oddly, I say, because this statement seems 
almost too blatantly to imply that not only is manage-
ment not ‘truly humanistic’, it also represents a threat 
to that which is. For one, such an assumption is hardly 
the stuff of the future; it has been around in different 
versions in social thought at least since the days of 
Rousseau, charging the dark side with claims of codi-
fication	and	routinization	that	instrumentalizes	every-
thing it means to really be human. Secondly, the hu-
manistic worldview – i.e. the worldview informed by 
humanism – for exactly the same reasons itself has 
been	under	attack	 for	causing	 the	codification	of	hu-
man existence that it accused others of. A ‘truly hu-
manistic approach’ in this light, it would seem, not only 
presupposes a brutality in management from which it 
wishes to salvage humanity, it also does not shy away 
from such brutality itself in its attempt to achieve this 
salvation. Such Gulag-theory in my eyes belongs to the 

ideological barbarism of the 20th century and not to 
the future of MPP.

Yet I do believe in a truly humanistic approach to 
management and organization at MPP. Only instead 
of purporting a lack of humanity in the structures we 
surround ourselves with, such an approach to me im-
plies the insistence on our common investment in the 
matters that concern us. Consider for a moment, if 
you will, a building. For the sake of convenience, let it 
be the reasonably new terminal 3 at Kastrup Airport, 
which will be familiar to most academic colleagues at 
MPP	regardless	of	their	nationality.	To	some,	the	first	
thing that comes to mind when they think of the two 
double, curved triangles on each side of the elongated 
glazing is a childhood’s paper airplane, and they will 
argue that this judgement recognizes a quality that is 
built into the structure itself. Others see nothing more 
perhaps than glass and steel and will argue that the 
first	 are	merely	 projecting	personal	 preferences	onto	
the matter. While this may obviously represent a valid 
argument, it is equally true that once we construct any 
kind of structure – be it a building, a development plan 

for	a	public	organization	or	a	set	of	stress-management	guidelines		–	the	structure	itself	will	reflect	our	inter-
ests	and	concerns.	What	are	reflected	here	may	be	psychological	states;	yet	once	the	structures	are	there,	
such states also have what may be considered to be a quasi-objective status. A structure is at once permeated 
by our psychology and something independent of us. The things have a memory of their own.

But can something be both a product of sense and memory and at the same time retain the objective status 
that is a prerequisite for our gathering around it? This classical philosophical problem of a reconciliation be-
tween the realist and the idealist position (or in more modern terms vis á vis Bruno Latour: between naturalism 
and social constructivism) seems to have left many scholars at a dead end. Either we focus on an objective 
reality that we share, but which has no memory beyond its own occasional presence, or we are stuck with a 
subjective state of mind, full of reminiscences, but where reality is ultimately a private matter. The point I want 
to make, though, is that while the two standpoints certainly in their own respect offer valid philosophical posi-

tions, the academic work that we do at MPP often cheats the devil 
of his part and takes its departure beyond them. Exploring humanistic phe-
nomena – in a sense that takes management and organization to be such – our objects of research at MPP are 
the rituals inherent to the transformations and repetitions of what we do to and with social structures. As such 
rituals	are	never	reducible	to	mere	psychological	states,	because	they	reflect	our	enduring	commitments	to	a	
shared reality. At MPP our humanistic commitment is to explore, record, describe and criticise such memories.

We often think of memory as something instant, travelling across the smooth space of the subjective mind at 
infinite	speed.	Especially	the	memory	of	ideology	is	swift	and	merciless	as	it	rounds	up	its	enemies.	Yet	as	soon	
as we consign our memory-objects to the social structures that we are surrounded by, the matter that they are 
invested in slows them down. Here they become parts of the viscous reality that we acquire within concrete 
social	contexts.	The	very	concept	of	‘organization’	testifies	to	this	‘slowing	down’	in	social	matters.	Here	the	
experience of understanding reaches beyond intentionality, because the perception of an organization is never 
just the appropriation by subjective consciousness of an external reality it could somehow distance itself from. 
An organization is always the organization of something and as such is caught up in its own historicity, compris-
ing both experience and a projection of itself into the future. Organization may be thought of as composition, 
the combining of elements to form an aggregate material of multiple substances. The act of organizing literally 
refers to the placing together (“com-positus”) of material to form a compound. The memory of things invites us 
as researchers to take seriously how such an activity takes places, what traces it leaves in the material that it 
simultaneously composes and is composed of, and how it ensures the viscous continuity of what matters. This 
is a truly humanistic matter of concern. Our organizations (e.g. universities, corporations, and social institu-
tions, but also architecture, art and technology) are artefacts with which we constitute, perform and share the 
social reality within which we locate ourselves. 

One of the main interests of my research is boredom. Apart from its status as an affect that most people know 
of and recognize, the phenomenon also has a cultural and philosophical history as an idiosyncratic activity that 
makes it extremely interesting to study in a contemporary society as focused on innovation, consumption and 
creativity as ours. In my work I see boredom not primarily as a state of mind, but rather as an activity or a 
form of life. The question that I am raising is the following: can we recognize the historical and projective struc-
tures of such a form of life and describe its repetition – its hermeneutical qualities – in the composition of the 
artefacts that we surround ourselves with? Can we think of the way, for example, in which social media 
like Twitter and Facebook open up new workspaces within workspaces among creatives as the or-
ganization of a specific form of life that both transforms and continues the historical structures of 
this lifeform? Returning for a moment to the airport in Kastrup, can we do the same with the transformation 
of this space from a place of tedious waiting into a shopping mall organized around the activity of consumption?

The point that I am trying to make here is that such questions are not limited by the methodical, critical and 
disciplinary boundaries that separated sociology from philosophy or humanistic from neurological studies. 
Questions like these may be asked across disciplines, comprising the different results in a way that adds to the 
reality of things, instead of taking it away. The challenge that we are facing at MPP, to my mind, is not so much 
one concerned with drawing lines in the sand as it is one of opening up, not only to the differences among the 
disciplines found at the department, but also to the possibilities offered to us by a unique working environment 
like that of Copenhagen Business School. CBS brings together studies of law, philosophy, political science, hi-
story,	finance,	marketing	and	neuroeconomics	–	only	to	name	some	–	and	that	is	not	only	a	great	opportunity	
for us to engage with, it is also a truly humanistic challenge to meet. 
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